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Abstract In this work we compare mass spectra and decay
constants obtained from two recent, independent, and fully
relativistic approaches to the quarkonium bound-state prob-
lem: the Hamiltonian basis light-front quantization (BLFQ)
approach, where light-front wave functions are naturally for-
mulated; and, the covariant spectator theory (CST), based
on a reorganization of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Even
though conceptually different, both solutions are obtained in
Minkowski space. Comparisons of decay constants for more
than ten states of charmonium and bottomonium show favor-
able agreement between the two approaches as well as with
experiment where available. We also apply the Brodsky-Huang-
Lepage prescription to convert the CST amplitudes into func-
tions of light-front variables. This provides an ideal opportu-
nity to investigate the similarities and differences at the level
of the wave functions. Several qualitative features are ob-
served in remarkable agreement between the two approaches
even for the rarely addressed excited states. Leading twist
distribution amplitudes as well as parton distribution func-
tions of heavy quarkonia are also analyzed.
1 Introduction
In the last decade the renaissance of interest in quarkonium
systems has been driven by the discovery of new particles
such as the X(3872) state. Ever since, quarkonium spec-
troscopy has enjoyed an intensive flow of new results pro-
vided by B- and charm-factories such as Belle, BaBar and
BES III. Also, several experiments at hadron machines such
as the LHC can now investigate quarkonium produced promptly
in high-energy hadronic collisions, in addition to charmo-
nium produced in B-decays. Data samples with unprece-
dented statistics are now available and additional data are
ae-mail: sofia.leitao@tecnico.ulisboa.pt
anticipated with the advent of SuperKEKB, the new B fac-
tory at KEK. (A detailed review on the experimental status
can be seen in [1] and references therein).
Theoretically, this situation represents an exciting op-
portunity where QCD inspired models in parallel with lattice
calculations can be extensively tested. In this line of inves-
tigation, two recent models of QCD, the covariant spectator
theory (CST) and the Hamiltonian basis light-front quanti-
zation (BLFQ) obtained a successful description of heavy
quarkonia below open flavor thresholds.
In this work we apply improved versions of the models
explored in Refs. [2] for CST and [3] for BLFQ respectively,
and extend their range of results with new sets of predictions
for mass spectra, decay constants and light-front distribu-
tions. We find that both approaches consistently succeed in
describing the experimental data, despite the limitations in-
trinsic to each model.
In CST, a quasi-potential equation is obtained by reor-
ganizing the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) and solving for
a given kernel. On the other hand, in BLFQ, solutions are
obtained by diagonalizing an effective QCD Hamiltonian.
While the goals of both approaches are the same - to formu-
late a successful relativistic model of the mesons in terms of
quark-antiquark degrees of freedom - they are distinct, espe-
cially in the way certain features of QCD are implemented.
This motivates a detailed comparison of these approaches as
well as the resulting observables. We focus on heavy quarko-
nia where we have the advantage of making useful compar-
isons at the non-relativistic limit.
We emphasize at the outset that in both approaches quarko-
nium is treated non-perturbatively as a relativistic bound-
state. Both approaches include a one-gluon exchange inter-
action, known to be essential for a proper description of the
low-lying heavy quarkonia, as well as a confining interac-
tion.
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2Another feature that both models possess is the fact that
they are formulated directly in Minkowski space-time, mak-
ing them complementary to other approaches such as Eu-
clidean Dyson–Schwinger Equations (DSE) [4–8] and Lat-
tice QCD [9]. In fact, the shared Minkowskian nature of
CST and BLFQ invites a detailed comparison. Here we pur-
sue this comparison as follows: first, we take the results for
quarkonia of the two approaches and extend them by provid-
ing new sets of physical observables obtained with improve-
ments in each approach and presented here in parallel for
convenience; secondly, we compare these results and try to
address the natural question – is it possible to quantify their
similarities and differences not only at the level of observ-
ables but also in terms of quantities of interest for further
applications, e.g. light-front wave functions?
Though it is well-known that establishing a proper con-
nection between Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes or any of its three-
dimensional reductions, with light-front wave functions is a
non-trivial problem, attempts to solve or at least bridge the
two approaches have been developed in multiple contexts
[10–19].
Here, and to answer the previous question, we have adopted
the widely used Brodsky-Huang-Lepage prescription [20]
(cf. [21, 22]) to express the CST amplitudes in terms of
light-cone coordinates and compare these amplitudes to light-
front wave functions calculated from BLFQ.
Notwithstanding formal difficulties and caveats, we pro-
duce here good agreement between results of the two ap-
proaches not only for the lowest states but also for the higher
radial and angular excited states. In addition we show that,
contrary to what intuition might dictate, a simple map (de-
scribed below), applied to the CST amplitudes allows us
to capture all the qualitative features of genuine light-front
wave functions.
We also calculate decay constants using the mapped CST
amplitudes within the Hamiltonian light-front formalism and
compare them with those calculated directly within the CST
approach. The results are consistent, differing roughly by
less than 2% for bottomonium and 10% for charmonium.
This good agreement further motivated us to use these
mapped CST amplitudes and the BLFQ light-front wave func-
tions for calculating other relevant quantities. Most impor-
tantly, we highlight the parton distribution amplitudes (PDAs),
whose precise knowledge is crucial for the study of a panoply
of processes such as quarkonia production at high-energies
[21, 23], J/ψ+ηc pair production in e+e− annihilation [24],
Bc → ηc transitions [25], decays of heavy S-wave quarko-
nia into lighter vector mesons [26]; deeply virtual quarko-
nia production [27] and Higgs boson decays into quarkonia
[28].
We also calculate heavy quarkonia parton distribution
functions (PDFs) and provide their moments heretofore less
studied in the literature.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces
the notation, definitions and the general formalism employed
in this work; section 3 is devoted to results and discussion
and finally, in section 4, we present a brief summary, our
conclusions and outlook for further research.
2 Formalism
In this section we introduce the two models used to study
heavy quarkonium that we compare in this work. Motiva-
tions, goals and specific details of each approach can be
found correspondingly for CST and BLFQ in Refs. [2] and
[3] and the references therein. Here we aim for a brief self-
contained description, accompanied by the definitions of the
relevant quantities under discussion in the following sec-
tions: decay constants, CST amplitudes, light-front wave func-
tions (LFWFs), parton distribution amplitudes (PDAs) and
parton distribution functions (PDFs).
2.1 Hamiltonian basis light-front quantization for
quarkonium
In the light-front Hamiltonian approach, quarkonium is de-
scribed by state vectors |ψh〉. These state vectors can be ob-
tained by diagonalizing the light-front quantized Hamilto-
nian operator Pˆ−,
Pˆ−|ψh(P,J,mJ)〉=
P2⊥+M
2
h
P+
|ψh(P,J,mJ)〉, (1)
where P = (P−,P+,P⊥) is the 4-momentum; J and mJ are
the total angular momentum and the magnetic projection,
respectively. For a 4-vector v, the light-front variables are
defined as: v±= v0±v3, v⊥= (v1,v2). The eigenvalue equa-
tion is usually rewritten as,
(P+Pˆ−−P2⊥)|ψh〉=M2h |ψh〉, (2)
and so it is easy to identify P+P−−P2⊥=PµPµ ≡HLC as the
invariant mass squared operator, also known as the “light-
cone Hamiltonian”.
In the BLFQ approach [3], an effective Hamiltonian is
adopted based on light-front holographic QCD [29]:
Heff ≡ k
2
⊥+m2
x(1− x) +VT +VL(x)+Vg, (3)
where m is the mass of the quark; x= p+1 /P
+ is the longitu-
dinal momentum fraction,
VT ≡ κ4ζ 2⊥ = κ4x(1− x)r⊥, (4)
3is the “soft-wall” light-front holography [29] in the trans-
verse direction. r⊥ = r1⊥− r2⊥ is the transverse separation
of the quark and the antiquark, while
VL ≡− κ
4
4m2
∂x(x(1− x)∂x), (5)
is the longitudinal confining potential introduced for the first
time in Ref. [3]. The partial derivative ∂x is taken with re-
spect to the holographic variable ζ⊥, viz ∂x f (x,ζ⊥)|ζ⊥ . The
strength of bothVT andVL depends on a confinement param-
eter κ .
Vg ≡−CF4piαs(Q
2)
Q2
u¯s′(k
′
1)γµus(k1)v¯s¯(k2)γ
µvs¯′(k
′
2), (6)
is the one-gluon exchange term with
Q2 =−q¯2 =−(1/2)(k′1− k1)2− (1/2)(k′2− k2)2, (7)
the average four-momentum of the exchanged gluon and
CF = 4/3. As an extension to the work presented in [3], in-
stead of using a fixed value for αs, a running coupling is
used here (see Ref. [30] for details).
2.2 Light-front wave functions (LFWFs)
Light-front wave functions (LFWFs) are defined from the
Fock space expansion of the state vector in Eq. (1). For
example, the quarkonium LFWF within the valence sector
reads,
|ψh(P,J,mJ)〉=∑
s,s¯
∫ 1
0
dx
2x(1− x)
∫ d2k⊥
(2pi)3
×ψ(mJ)ss¯/h (k⊥,x)
1√
Nc
Nc
∑
i=1
b†si(xP
+,k⊥+ xP⊥)
×d†s¯i
(
(1− x)P+,−k⊥+(1− x)P⊥
)|0〉. (8)
Here Nc = 3 is the number of colors, and k⊥ ≡ p⊥− xP⊥
is the relative transverse momentum. The quark and anti-
quark creation operators b† and d† satisfy the canonical anti-
commutation relations,{
bsi(p+, p⊥),b
†
s′i′(p
′+, p′⊥)
}
=
{
dsi(p+, p⊥),d
†
s′i′(p
′+, p′⊥)
}
=2p+(2pi)3δ (p+− p′+)δ 2(p⊥− p′⊥)δss′δii′ .
(9)
The state vector is normalized according to a one-particle
state [cf. Eq. (9)]:
〈ψh(P,J,mJ)|ψh′(P′,J′,m′J)〉= 2P+(2pi)3
×δ (P+−P′+)δ 2(P⊥−P′⊥)δJJ′δmJ ,m′Jδhh′ . (10)
Then, the normalization of the LFWFs reads,
∑
s,s¯
∫ 1
0
dx
2x(1− x)
∫ d2k⊥
(2pi)3
ψ(m
′
J)∗
ss¯/h′ (k⊥,x)ψ
(mJ)
ss¯/h (k⊥,x)
= δhh′δmJ ,m′J . (11)
Note that the state vectors of different particles, e.g., J/ψ
and ψ ′, are orthogonal.
2.3 Covariant spectator theory for quarkonium
In CST, quarkonium is described as a relativistic system of
a quark and antiquark, bound together by a QCD-inspired
interaction. The CST equation can be derived from the BSE.
For a bound state of total four-momentum P coupled to a
quark with momentum p1 = p+ 12P and an antiquark with
momentum −p2 =−p+ 12P, the BSE reads
ΓBS(p1, p2) = i
∫ d4k
(2pi)4
V (p,k;P)
×S(k1)ΓBS(k1,k2)S(k2) , (12)
where S(ki) is in principle the dressed quark propagator.
However, in this work, S has been replaced by the bare prop-
agator. The idea of CST is to approximate this equation by
keeping in the k0-contour integration only the contribution
from the positive-energy pole of one quark propagator (for
details on this prescription see [31]). This leads to the so
called one-channel spectator equation (1CSE), given by
Γ1CS(pˆ1, p2) =−
∫ d3k
(2pi)3
m
Ek
∑
K
VK(pˆ1, kˆ1)Θ
K(µ)
1
× m+ /ˆk1
m
Γ1CS(kˆ1,k2)
m+/k2
m2− k22− iε
ΘK2(µ) , (13)
where ΘK(µ)i = 1i,γ
5
i , or γ
µ
i ; the functions VK(pˆ1, kˆ1) de-
scribe the momentum dependence of the kernel, m is the
constituent mass of the quarks, and
Ek ≡ (m2+ k2)1/2. (14)
Note that in context of CST a “ˆ” over a four-momentum
indicates that the particle is on-mass-shell, and that we use k
to indicate 3-momenta. It is worth mentioning that Eq. (13)
retains from the BSE four important properties: manifest co-
variance, cluster separability, and the correct one-body and
nonrelativistic limits.
The kernel we employed in the 1CSE consists of a co-
variant generalization of the linear (lin) confining potential
4used in Ref. [32], a one-gluon exchange (OGE), and a con-
stant (C) interaction:
∑
K
VKΘ
K(µ)
1 ⊗ΘK2(µ) =[
(1− y)
(
11⊗12+ γ51 ⊗ γ52
)
− yγµ1 ⊗ γµ2
]
Vlin−
γµ1 ⊗ γµ2 [VOGE+VC] . (15)
The Lorentz structure of the confining kernel is flexible: the
mixing parameter y allows one to dial between a scalar-plus-
pseudoscalar structure, which preserves chiral symmetry as
shown in Ref. [33], and a vector structure, while leaving the
nonrelativistic limit unchanged.
An analysis of the asymptotic behavior or large momenta
|k| shows that we need to regularize the kernel. We use Pauli-
Villars regularization for both the linear and the OGE parts,
which yields one additional parameter, the cut-off parameter
Λ . We found that Λ = 2m is a reasonable choice.
The momentum-dependent terms of the interaction ker-
nel are
Vlin(p,k) =−8σpi
[(
1
q4
− 1
Λ 4+q4
)
−
Ep
m
(2pi)3δ 3(q)
∫ d3k ′
(2pi)3
m
Ek′
(
1
q′4
− 1
Λ 4+q′4
)]
, (16)
VOGE(p,k) =−4piαs
(
1
q2
− 1
q2−Λ 2
)
, (17)
VC(p,k) = (2pi)3
Ek
m
Cδ 3(q) , (18)
where q(′) = p− k(′).
As an extension to the model described in Ref. [2], we
now allow the constituent masses to be free parameters. We
also let the parameter y to be determined by the fit, in order
to examine how much the Lorentz structure of the kernel is
constrained by the mass spectra. These parameters are fitted
exclusively and simultaneously to bb¯ and cc¯ states.
2.4 CST amplitudes
The solutions of Eq. (13) have been determined in the me-
son rest-frame, where P= (M,0) and M is the meson mass.
Furthermore, instead of solving for Γ1CS directly, we solved
for CST amplitudes,Ψ+ρλ1λ2 , defined as
Ψ+ρλ1λ2(k)≡
m
Ek
ρ
(1−ρ)Ek+ρMΓ
+ρ
λ1λ2
(k), (19)
where Γ+ρλ1λ2(k) ≡ u¯
+
1 (k,λ1)Γ (k)u
ρ
2 (k,λ2) and u
ρ with ρ =
± are helicity ρ-spinors, as given in Ref. [34].
These amplitudes can be expanded in a very useful basis,
Ψ+ρλ1λ2(k) =∑
j
ψρj (|k|)χ†λ1(kˆ)K
ρ
j (kˆ)χλ2(kˆ), (20)
where kˆ ≡ k/|k|, χλ are two-component helicity spinors and
the Kρj (kˆ) operators are 2× 2 matrices that depend on the
total angular momentum J and the parity P of the meson
under study. A list with all Kρj (kˆ) operators used in this work
can be seen in Ref. [34].
In terms of these scalar wave functions, the pseudoscalar
and vector mesons are normalized according to
1 =
Nc
4Mpi2
∫
d|k|k2 (ψ2s (|k|)+ψ2p(|k|)) . (21)
Similarly, for vector and axial vector mesons the normaliza-
tion condition is
1 =
Nc
4Mpi2
∫
d|k|k2 (ψ2s (|k|)+ψ2d (|k|)+
ψ2ps(|k|)+ψ2pt (|k|)
)
, (22)
where M is the mass of the bound-state, Nc is the number of
colors and ψs, ψd , ψps and ψpt refer to S-, D-, singlet and
triplet P-waves, respectively.
Both the total angular momentum J and parity P are ex-
act quantum numbers of the CST solutions. Expressed as in
(20), the CST equation is transformed into a system of cou-
pled partial-wave equations, where each partial wave has a
definite orbital angular momentum and total spin. Thus it is
straightforward to identify the angular momentum of each
state which is useful when comparing with experiment. On
the other hand, the 1CSE solutions do not have a definite
charge conjugation parity, C. However, this can be reme-
died when the appropriately symmetrized contributions of
all four poles of the two quark propagators are taken into
account in the k0 contour integration, and a coupled four-
channel equation is solved instead (cf. discussion in Ref. [2]).
2.5 Brodsky-Huang-Lepage prescription
Having specified our models, we now describe our method
for converting the CST amplitudes of Eq. (20) into LFWFs.
The covariance of the CST equations allows us to eval-
uate the longitudinal momentum fraction x of the on-shell
quark in the rest-frame (x is an invariant under longitudinal
boosts). From the CST kinematics described in section 2.3,
the relative four-momentum explicitly reads k = (k0,k) =
(k0,k⊥,k3), k⊥ = |k⊥|, and
P+ =M, k+1 = Ek+ k
3, (23)
5where Ek is the on-shell energy (14). In the rest-frame the x
variable should in principle be identified as [35]
x=
k+1
P+
=
Ek+ k3
M
=
√
m2+ k2⊥+(k3)2+ k3
M
. (24)
Consequently,
k2 =
1
2
(k2⊥+m
2)+
(
xM
2
)2
+
(
k2⊥+m2
2xM
)2
. (25)
From Eq. (24) one verifies that,
minx= lim
k3→−∞
x= 0, maxx= lim
k3→+∞
x=+∞. (26)
The last limit poses a difficulty because x can be outside the
region 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. How to properly deal with this issue cer-
tainly requires further investigation and it is beyond of the
scope of this article. Recent work has been done in that di-
rection, investigating the formal relation between the light-
cone and CST box diagrams for a scalar theory [35]. In any
case, we expect that the contribution to the wave function for
values of x> 1 should be small, and that it vanishes exactly
in the non-relativistic limit [10].
We circumvent this difficulty by adopting the Brodsky-
Huang-Lepage (BHL) prescription [20], where x is automat-
ically limited between 0 and 1, and investigate to what extent
such a prescription gives reasonable results.
For the equal mass case of quarkonium mq = mq¯ = m,
the BHL prescription provides
x=
k+
P+
≡ Ek+ k
3
2Ek
=
1
2
+
k3
2
√
k2⊥+(k3)2+m2
. (27)
From Eq. (27) it is straightforward to derive
k2 =
k2⊥+m2
4x(1− x) −m
2. (28)
We thus identify the “CST LFWFs" as:
ψ+ρs1s2(k⊥,x)≡Ψ+ρs1s2
(
k⊥,k3(k⊥,x)
)
, (29)
up to some normalization factors.
In Fig. (1) we compare the CST amplitudes for one of the
dominant wave function components of J/ψ after using the
change of variables expressed in (24) (left panel) vs. the one
in (27) (right panel). The visualization scheme is explained
in detail in Sec. 3.3.
The CST amplitude on the left panel spreads beyond the
physical region 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, but for x > 1 it is fairly small
for the illustrative case of charmonium, where relativity is
no longer negligible. On the right panel, the wave function
mapped using the BHL prescription is symmetric with re-
spect to x = 0.5 and is restricted to 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, consistent
with longitudinal light-front momentum conservation.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1 CST amplitudes for the triplet component of J/ψ(1S) state with
λ = 0 using two different changes of coordinates: (a) using the defini-
tion of x given in Eq. (24) and (b) using the BHL prescription.
2.6 Definition of physical observables and distribution
functions
Both the LFWFs and the CST amplitudes allow us to calcu-
late a variety of observables. But with the LFWFs obtained
from the BHL mapping, one also gains direct access to quan-
tities such as light-cone distributions, whose extraction is
not as straightforward in approaches relying on Euclidean
formulations. In this section we apply the LFWFs to the cal-
culation of decay constants and leading-twist parton distri-
bution amplitudes and parton distribution functions.
2.6.1 Decay constants
Decay constants are very important quantities to probe short-
range physics. In practice they will be sensitive to the effec-
tive short-range potential. This implies that for any realistic
model of quarkonia, having a correct implementation of the
one-gluon exchange interaction is essential for a good de-
scription of the decay constants.
In the absence of a proper renormalization procedure,
decay constants could develop dependence on the regular-
ization scheme adopted. By construction, any UV regulator
estimate within BLFQ is tied to the basis truncation Nmax. In
fact, previous studies indicate that the cut-off scale is very
well approximated by ΛUV ≡ κ
√
Nmax. On the other hand,
in CST there is no dependence on any basis, but αs has been
kept fixed in the CST calculations. Furthermore, in CST the
regularization of the integral over k in Eq. (13) is governed
by the Pauli-Villars cut-off parameter Λ and for that reason
it will be taken as the CST estimate for the UV regulator.
Later we will come back to this point when analysing the
results obtained for the parton distribution functions. The
choice of ΛUV ≈ 1.7m in BLFQ and ΛUV ≈ 2m in CST, per-
mits a good description of the decay constants, with models
just fixed by spectroscopy. For the remainder of the work
in BLFQ results this scale cut-off is ensured by choosing
Nmax = 32 for bottomonium and Nmax = 8 for charmonium,
6making the scales of the two the approaches comparable.
In general, the decay constants for pseudoscalar (P), axial-
vector (A), scalar (S) and vector (V) mesons are defined,
respectively, by the matrix elements
Pµ fP = i〈0|Ψ¯γµγ5Ψ |P〉, (30)
εµλ mA fA = 〈0|Ψ¯γµγ5Ψ |A〉, (λ = 0,±1) (31)
Pµ fS = 〈0|Ψ¯γµΨ |S〉, (32)
εµλ mV fV = 〈0|Ψ¯γµΨ |V 〉, (λ = 0,±1) (33)
where Pµ is the total momentum of the meson and the po-
larization vectors are
ελ=0 = (0,0,0,1), (34)
ελ=±1 =∓
1√
2
(0,1,±i,0). (35)
For pseudoscalar and vector states, BLFQ decay con-
stants are determined as follows,
fP =2
√
Nc
∫ 1
0
dx
2
√
x(1− x)
∫ d2k⊥
(2pi)3
× [ψ↑↓(k⊥,x)−ψ↓↑(k⊥,x)] , (36)
fV =2
√
Nc
∫ 1
0
dx
2
√
x(1− x)
∫ d2k⊥
(2pi)3
× [ψ↑↓(k⊥,x)+ψ↓↑(k⊥,x)] , (37)
and for CST we have
fP =
∫ d3k
(2pi)3
Ek+m
MEk
[
(1− k˜2)ψPs (|k|)+ k˜2 cosθψPp (|k|)
]
,
(38)
fV =
∫ d3k
(2pi)3
Ek+m
MEk
[
(1− k˜2)(ψVs (|k|)+
ψVd (|k|)(3cos2 θ −1)/
√
2
)
+ k˜2 cosθψVps(|k|)
]
, (39)
where k˜ = |k|/(Ek+m) and the scalar functions ψ(|k|) are
implicitly defined in (20).
2.6.2 Leading-twist parton distribution amplitudes (PDAs)
In this work we calculate leading-twist parton distribution
amplitudes for pseudoscalar φP(x) and longitudinally polar-
ized vector φ ||V (x) mesons. They are determined through the
LFWFs as
fP,V
2
√
2Nc
φP,V ||(x;µ) =
1√
x(1− x)
×
k⊥≤µ∫
0
d2k⊥
2(2pi)3
ψλ=0↑↓∓↓↑(k⊥,x), (40)
where fP,V are the previously defined decay constants and µ
is related to the renormalization scale or UV cut-off scale.
The PDAs defined here satisfy the normalization condition
∫ 1
0
φ(x)dx= 1. (41)
Moments of these distributions are given by
〈ξ n〉=
∫ 1
0
dx(2x−1)nφ(x). (42)
In NRQCD, moments are related to the r.m.s. relative veloc-
ity of the valence quarks [21] through
〈vn〉= (n+1)〈ξ n〉. (43)
2.6.3 Parton distribution functions (PDFs)
Similar to PDAs, parton distribution functions depend on the
UV cut-off scale as well. They can be accessed by
f (x;µ) =
1
2x(1− x)∑s,s¯
k⊥≤µ∫
0
d2k⊥
(2pi)3
|ψss¯(k⊥,x)|2. (44)
From the previous discussion, it is known that both ap-
proaches already have built-in regulators and for that reason
there is no need for a hard cut-off, so we conveniently ex-
tend these integrals to infinity in Eq. (40) and Eq. (44) and
drop the reference to µ .
The moments of these distributions are given by
〈xn〉=
∫ 1
0
dxxn f (x). (45)
3 Results and Discussion
We now proceed to the analysis of the results. This section is
organized as follows: first we present a comparison of some
relevant physical observables, namely, in Sec. 3.1 the mass
spectra, and in Sec. 3.2 the decay constants. In the same sub-
section 3.2, an important consistency check is performed
by computing decay constants directly within the CST ap-
proach and comparing to those from the light-front formal-
ism using the CST mapped LFWFs. A discussion about the
LFWFs themselves is given in Sec. 3.3. We conclude with a
calculation of several PDAs and PDFs in Sec. 3.4 for pseu-
doscalar and vector states.
7Table 1 BLFQ model parameters. N f is the number of flavors and µg
is the gluon mass used to regularize the integrable Coulomb singularity.
κ is the same as in Eqs. (4-5) and m is the constituent quark mass. nstates
is the number of states used in the fit. Nmax = Lmax.
N f µg [GeV] κ [GeV] m [GeV] nstates Nmax
cc¯ 4 0.02 0.966 1.603 8 32
bb¯ 5 0.02 1.389 4.902 14
cc¯ 4 0.02 0.985 1.570 8 8
bb¯ 5 0.02 1.387 4.894 14
Table 2 CST model parameters with Nsplines = 12: Λ is the Pauli-
Villars cut-off parameter, used to regularize the UV behavior of both
the Coulomb and linear potentials. σ is the linear potential strength, y
is the mixing parameter defined in Eq. (15), αs is the fixed quark-gluon
coupling and C is the Lorentz vector constant of Eq. (18). mq is the
constituent quark mass and nstates is the number of states used in the fit
(an extra b¯c state was also included in the fit).
Λ σ [GeV2] y αs C [GeV] mq [GeV] nstates
cc¯ 2mq 0.217 0.049 0.393 0.097 1.431 8
bb¯ 2mq 0.217 0.049 0.393 0.097 4.786 7
3.1 Mass spectra
The ability to reproduce the mass spectroscopy is a first
test of meson models. It is known from the recent works
in Refs.[2, 3] that both approaches perform well in this re-
gard. Here, we report the updated spectra using the latest
improvements of each model. A summary of the parameters
used is given in Tables 1 and 2.
In the case of CST, the tensor mesons (J ≥ 2) have not
yet been calculated. Also as discussed in Ref. [2], the axial-
vector states do not have a definiteC-parity. For that reason,
they were not included in the fit. We observe a large rela-
tive deviation of χc1 and hc when compared to other states.
Both approaches predict consistently similar results for the
yet unobserved states such as 31S0 and 13D1 and 23D1 in the
bottomonium spectrum.
Finally, in order to quantify the agreement of the predic-
tions with the experimental measurements, we determined
the root-mean-square difference to the measured states be-
low threshold and shown in blue in Fig. 2. The results are
δrms (BLFQ)=39 MeV and δrms(CST)=11 MeV for 11 bot-
tomonium states. The results for charmonium are δrms (BLFQ)=33
MeV and δrms(CST)=42 MeV with 7 states.
3.2 Decay constants
Using the previous definitions we calculate the bottomonia
and charmonia decay constants for pseudoscalar and vector
states. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and compared with
experimental PDG values [36], as well as lattice QCD [38–
41] and Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSE) [5] predictions.
Table 3 Decay constants with CST amplitudes as LFWFs (map.) and
original CST amplitudes (dir.) and absolute difference δ in units of
MeV.
map. dir. δ map. dir. δ
ηc 359(10) 343(9) 16 ηb 655(14) 664(15) 9
η ′c 277(2) 251(2) 26 η ′b 427(21) 432(23) 5
η ′′b 372(9) 373(15) 1
J/ψ 295(4) 280(3) 15 ϒ 480 (10) 480(17) 0
ψ ′ 259(3) 229(3) 30 ϒ ′ 351(18) 347(20) 4
ϒ ′′ 316(2) 309(6) 7
ψ(3770) 38(1) 12(1) 26 13D1 12(1) 4(1) 8
In BLFQ the results were obtained with Nmax = 8 for
charmonium and Nmax = 32 for bottomonium, in order to
guarantee the aforementioned UV cut-off of 1.7mq. The the-
oretical uncertainty is estimated by varying the scales: for
charmonium ∆ f = 2| fmax=8 − fmax=16|; for bottomonium
∆ f = 4| fmax=24− fmax=32|. As estimates for the numerical
uncertainties of the CST calculations we took the difference
between the results obtained with 12 and 8 splines.
Overall, both CST and BLFQ results reproduce the data
quite well and are consistent with other approaches, where
available. In the CST approach the pseudoscalar decay con-
stants are closer to experiment than the vector meson decay
constants. It is worth emphasizing that these results are pure
predictions in the sense that none of them were included
in the fits. For that reason the agreement with experimen-
tal data for decay constants (where available) could be im-
proved by incorporating those data in the model parameter
fits. The only notable discrepancy comes from the D-wave
vector mesonsψ(3770) and 13D1 where the decay constants
are very small in both approaches, as is also observed from
some other approaches but not all (see Ref. [42] and the ref-
erences therein). In principle, these decay constants are only
non-vanishing due to the mixing with the S-wave in the non-
relativistic case. However, ψ(3770) is just above the open-
charm threshold. It will be interesting to resolve the theoret-
ical speculations in 13D1 from experimental measurements.
Next we discuss an important test of the map adopted
and described in section 2.5. The CST solutions as functions
of k as in Eq. (20) are first expressed in terms of x and k⊥
using Eq. (27), and then we use the light-front definitions of
Eqs. (36–37) to recalculate the decay constants.
These new “CST-mapped” results (indicated by “CSTmap”)
are presented in Fig. 3 as well. For bottomonium states, shown
in the right panel of Fig. 3, the difference between the two
sets of calculations is smaller than the numerical errors. For
charmonium, on the left panel, the decay constants deter-
mined with the CST-LFWFs are slightly larger. The abso-
lute differences δ are listed in Table 3. The largest deviation
(disregarding the D-wave vector states which have tiny de-
cay constants) does not surpass 30 MeV (about 10% in char-
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Fig. 2 Charmonium (left) and bottomonium (right) mass spectrum from BLFQ and CST models compared with the experimental PDG values [36]
and BELLE [37] results. BLFQ states are marked by boxes to indicate the spreads of mass eigenvalues from different magnetic projections. The
mean values marked by dashed bars are defined as M ≡ [(M2−J +M21−J + ...+M2+J)/(2J+1)]1/2, and Mλ is the mass eigenvalue associated with
the magnetic projection λ , with −J ≤ λ ≤+J.
Fig. 3 Comparison between the decay constants determined with CST-LFWFs and with BLFQ-LFWFs as well as with other methods and with
experiment (PDG). The lattice results are from Ref. [38–41] and the DSE results are from Ref. [5].
monium) and 9 MeV (2% in bottomonium), confirming that
the BHL prescription we use works better as one approaches
the non-relativistic limit. Nevertheless, this test provides a
reasonable justification for the procedure we follow in CST
to obtain heavy quarkonia LFWFs, which we will review in
more detail in the next section.
3.3 Light-front wave functions
Having new sets of light-front wave functions for quarko-
nia derived from the CST approach opens the door for sev-
eral calculations. As already mentioned, the CST equation
solved in this work does not respect charge-conjugation sym-
metry, and thus the CST wave functions do not have a defi-
niteC parity. A direct comparison with the BLFQ solutions,
which do have definite C parity, allows for a better identi-
fication of the axial-vector states obtained from CST. From
the BLFQ side, a direct comparison with LFWFs from a dif-
ferent approach also offers benefits. As mentioned earlier,
in BLFQ the inevitable basis truncation breaks the rotational
symmetry. The total angular momentum J is not well defined
and the state identification is based on spectroscopy with the
help of P, C, etc. Comparing with CST results, for which J
is an exact quantum number, gives guidance to validate this
identification. With their rich radial and angular structure,
the bottomonium vector meson LFWFs for instance pro-
vide a non-trivial test of the methods for identifying J in
the BLFQ results.
9We investigated LFWFs of all states below open fla-
vor thresholds and with J < 2 (cf. Fig. 2) and for all non-
vanishing spin configurations. The obtained wave functions
exhibit close correspondence between CST and BLFQ in
their dominant structures for all states and spin alignments.
To visualize the rich structures of the wave functions, we
adopt the scheme of Ref. [43]. We note that for a particular
polarization λ and spin alignment ss¯, the LFWFs can be ex-
pressed as
ψss¯ (k⊥,x) =Φss¯ (k⊥,x)exp(im`φ), (46)
where k⊥ = |k⊥| and φ = argk⊥. This is valid because the
orbital angular momentum projection m` = λ − s− s¯ is def-
inite (λ ≡ mJ). In order to visualize these wave functions,
we drop the phase exp(im`φ), while retaining the relative
sign exp(im`pi) = (−1)m` for negative values of k⊥. More
precisely we plot
Ψ (k⊥,x)≡
{
Ψ (k⊥,x) , k⊥ ≥ 0,
Ψ (−k⊥,x)(−1)m` , k⊥ < 0. (47)
This scheme essentially takes a slice of the 3D wave function
ψss¯(k⊥,x) at ky = 0.
Let us begin the discussion of the LFWFs with the inter-
esting case of the vector bb¯ because from all the systems this
is the one with the largest number of states below its open
flavor threshold, the BB threshold. These systems admit a
mixture of S- and D-wave components (as long as there is a
tensor force). In Fig. 4 we show the dominant triplet compo-
nent of the ground state and several radial excitations. The
states ϒ (1S), ϒ (2S), and ϒ (3S) are clearly S-wave domi-
nated and in both cases an increasing number of nodes in
both transverse (k⊥) and longitudinal (x) directions is ob-
served. As a consequence, and for our particular choice of
the coordinate range, a nesting ring pattern emerges. This
is consistent with the non-relativistic interpretation, where
the radial excitation is homogeneous in all three directions.
Prior to the map described in Eq. (27), CST amplitudes ex-
pressed as functions of k show precisely this behavior (see
Fig. 3 of Ref. [34]). The 13D1 wave function resembles the
shape of the the spherical harmonic Y 02 (kˆ). The same hap-
pens for 23D1, where the complicated inner structure is also
compatible with a Y 02 (kˆ) but now with an extra node in both
k⊥ and x.
In Fig. 5, in addition to the dominant triplet component,
other sub-dominant components of purely relativistic origin
are shown. Here, significant differences appear between the
CST and the BLFQ LFWFs. While in BLFQ there is only
one ψ↓↓ component, in CST two extra components compat-
ible with a quantum number `= 1 and with spin alignments
ψ↓↓ and spin singlet ψ(↑↓−↓↑) appear and are presented in the
last row of Fig. 5. These components emerge from the CST
amplitude’s ψ++ component [cf. Eq. (20)] and are absent
Fig. 4 Dominant triplet component of the BLFQ-LFWFs and CST-
LFWFs for several bottomonium vector meson states. Both plots have
the same scale and the region outside x= 0.2 and x= 0.8 is not depicted
because it is structureless.
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in BLFQ because there positive energy and negative energy
states do not mix.
In order to demonstrate how the comparison of the mapped
CST with the BLFQ LWFWs can help in the identification
of states we give an example: in Fig. 6 we show the dom-
inant components (always labeled “dominant”) of the two
lowest mass solutions of the bottomonium 1+ states in both
formalisms. We observe that the mapped spin triplet CST
LFWF resembles very closely the dominant triplet BLFQ
component ψλ=1↑↑ (on the left) with J
PC = 1++, whereas the
spin singlet CST LFWF has its correspondence in the dom-
inant singlet BLFQ component ψλ=1(↑↓−↓↑) (on the right) with
JPC = 1+−. Therefore we can conclude that these two CST
LFWFs describe mostly the χb1(1P) and the hb1(1P) states,
respectively. However, a comparison of the sub-dominant
components shows differences: for instance, one of the BLFQ
components of the χb1(1P) state,ψλ=1↓↓ , exhibits F-wave fea-
tures, which, in principle, violates the angular momenta ad-
dition |L−S| ≤ J. Such F-wave contributions are not present
in the CST LFWFs for states with J = 1. On the other hand,
the CST LFWF with the same spin alignment, ψλ=1↓↓ , is a D-
wave, which in BLFQ solutions only appears for the hb1(1P)
state. Nevertheless, in the near future, we will solve the more
complicated CST equations with charge conjugation sym-
metry and some of the observed differences are expected to
disappear.
3.4 Leading-twist parton distribution amplitudes and parton
distribution functions
In this section we present the results for the leading-twist
parton distribution amplitudes of 1S0 and 3S1 states and com-
pare them with other results from the literature. For com-
pleteness and in order to compare with other approaches,
the moments are displayed in Table 4. In addition, estimates
for the root mean square velocity of the constituents are dis-
played in Table 5.
In Fig. 7, distribution amplitudes are given for pseudoscalar
and vector ground states and their corresponding first radial
excitations.
Several global features can be observed in both approaches,
such as the number of maxima and minima and the con-
sistent broader curves for charmonium than for bottomo-
nium. We notice however that the CST distribution ampli-
tudes exhibit larger tails than the BLFQ distribution ampli-
tudes where a gaussian behavior causes a stronger falloff.
This indicates that in the CST approach the constituent quarks
are noticeably more relativistic as suggested by the estimate
of 〈v2〉 (cf. Table 5).
In Fig. 8, the longitudinal distribution amplitude φ ||(x)
of J/ψ is shown for CST and BLFQ, together with the pQCD
asymptotic limit given by 6x(1−x), and the model of Swarnkar
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5 Complete set of light-front wave functions ofϒ (1S) with λ = 0.
(a) BLFQ results: dominant triplet component ψ(↑↓+↓↑) (left) and sub-
dominant ψ↓↓ (right); (b) CST results: dominant triplet component
ψ(↑↓+↓↑) of the LFWF (top left) and ψ↓↓ (top right), both from ψ+−.
Subdominant components ψ↓↓ (bottom left) and singlet ψ(↑↓−↓↑) (bot-
tom right), both from ψ++.
et al. [45], labeled here as AdS/QCD(ii). For completeness,
we also present the longitudinal PDA of the pion calculated
from the light-front holographic model of Brodsky and de
Téramond [44], labeled as AdS/QCD(i), and in which the
DA equals (8/pi)
√
x(1− x).
The CST and BLFQ PDAs are narrower than the latter
PDA for the pion, but visibly broader than the prediction
from AdS/QCD(ii) for the corresponding J/ψ state. A sig-
nificant difference is the fact than in this approach, contrary
to CST and BLFQ, the one-gluon exchange interaction is
absent. This interaction modifies the short range behavior,
to which the PDAs are particularly sensitive to.
The CST and BLFQ PDA curves also differ from the
pQCD limit, in principle, valid only at µ → ∞. Neverthe-
less, it is reassuring to confirm that in the CST approach,
by increasing the cut-off parameter Λ , indeed the PDAs get
a broader shape and smoothly approximate the asymptotic
perturbative QCD limit, as shown in Fig. 9 for both ηc and
11
Fig. 6 LFWFs for the two lowest mass axial-vector states of bottomonium with polarization λ = 1. The dominant of the mapped CST LFWFs,
labeled “dominant”, are identified based on the matching dominant BLFQ LFWFs component, χb1(1P) on the left and hb1(1P) on the right. In the
lower half of the figure we show subdominant LFWFs components of BLFQ and CST side by side, χb1(1P) on the left and hb1(1P) on the right.
The arrows inside each individual panel represent a given spin-alignment.
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Fig. 7 Distribution amplitudes for pesudoscalar and vector states.
ηb states. In BLFQ, preliminary studies show that the pseu-
doscalar PDAs also approach the pQCD asymptotics as the
cut-off scale increases, although larger ΛUV calculations are
needed to confirm this point (cf. Fig. 9).
Also, connected to the scale dependence, it is interesting
to note that approaches with a smaller cut-off, typically of
the order of the constituent quark mass or even smaller (DSE
results), lead naturally to distributions with lower moments,
as shown in Table 4. CST and BLFQ, both have a larger cut-
off, roughly of 2m (cf. section 2.6), resulting in larger and
comparable moments.
We also show the parton distribution functions (PDFs)
in Fig. 10. Once again the results of the two approaches are
consistent. In particular the first moments (displayed in Ta-
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Table 4 Moments 〈ξ n〉 of leading-twist PDAs for pseudoscalar and vector states with longitudinal polarization. The BLFQ results are given at
Nmax = 8 for charmonium and Nmax = 32 for bottomonium. The other moments correspond to the results from NRQCD [22], QCD sum rules [21]
and DSE [8]. The pQCD asymptotic value for 〈ξ n〉 is 3/((n+1)(n+3)).
〈ξ n〉 NRQCD QCDSR DSE BLFQ CST DSE BLFQ CST pQCD
〈ξ 2〉
ηc
0.075(11) 0.070(7) 0.10 0.12 0.16
ηb
0.070 0.071 0.13 0.20
〈ξ 4〉 0.010(3) 0.012(2) 0.032 0.036 0.061 0.015 0.015 0.046 0.086
〈ξ 6〉 0.0017(7) 0.0031(8) 0.015 0.014 0.032 0.0042 0.0051 0.0232 0.047
〈ξ 8〉 0.0059 0.0068 0.0193 0.0012 0.0021 0.0140 0.030
µ mc mc 2 GeV 1.7mc 2mc 2 GeV 1.6mb 2mb
〈ξ 2〉
η ′c
0.22(14) 0.18+0.005−0.07 0.18 0.22
η ′b
0.10 0.16 0.20
〈ξ 4〉 0.085(110) 0.051+0.031−0.0031 0.059 0.092 0.022 0.056 0.086
〈ξ 6〉 0.039(77) 0.017+0.016−0.014 0.025 0.048 0.0068 0.0276 0.047
〈ξ 8〉 0.012 0.029 0.0027 0.0165 0.030
µ mc mc 2 GeV 1.7mc 2mc 2 GeV 1.6mb 2mb
〈ξ 2〉
J/ψ ||
0.075(11) 0.070(7) 0.039 0.11 0.15
ϒ ||
0.014 0.061 0.110 0.20
〈ξ 4〉 0.010(3) 0.012(2) 0.0038 0.030 0.054 4.3×10−4 0.012 0.037 0.086
〈ξ 6〉 0.0017(7) 0.0031(8) 7.3×10−4 0.011 0.027 4.4×10−5 0.0036 0.0186 0.047
〈ξ 8〉 3.3×10−4 0.0053 0.0164 3.7×10−6 0.0014 0.0112 0.030
µ mc mc 2 GeV 1.7mc 2mc 2 GeV 1.6mb 2mb
〈ξ 2〉
ψ(2S)||
0.22(14) 0.18+0.005−0.07 0.17 0.20
ϒ ′||
0.090 0.131 0.20
〈ξ 4〉 0.085(110) 0.051+0.031−0.0031 0.053 0.079 0.018 0.041 0.086
〈ξ 6〉 0.039(77) 0.017+0.016−0.014 0.022 0.040 0.0053 0.0276 0.047
〈ξ 8〉 0.010 0.023 0.0020 0.0111 0.030
µ mc mc 2 GeV 1.7mc 2mc 2 GeV 1.6mb 2mb
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Fig. 8 Comparison of CST and BLFQ longitudinal leading twist dis-
tribution amplitude of J/ψ with respect to pQCDasymp prediction [44];
AdS/QCD(i) of Brodsky and de Téramond [29] and AdS/QCD(ii) of
Swarnkar et al. [45].
Table 5 Rms relative velocity of valence constituents from DSE [8],
BLFQ and CST results.
〈v2〉 〈v4〉 〈v6〉
DSE BLFQ CST DSE BLFQ CST DSE BLFQ CST
ηc 0.31 0.36 0.48 0.16 0.18 0.31 0.11 0.10 0.22
η ′c 0.54 0.67 0.30 0.46 0.18 0.34
J/ψ || 0.12 0.33 0.45 0.02 0.15 0.27 0.01 0.08 0.19
ψ(2S)|| 0.51 0.61 0.27 0.39 0.15 0.21
ηb 0.21 0.21 0.39 0.07 0.07 0.23 0.03 0.04 0.16
η ′b 0.30 0.47 0.11 0.28 0.05 0.19
ϒ || 0.04 0.18 0.33 0.00 0.06 0.19 0.00 0.03 0.13
ϒ ′|| 0.27 0.39 0.09 0.21 0.04 0.19
Table 6 Parton distribution moments 〈xn〉 for pseudoscalar states from
(i) BLFQ and (ii) CST results.
PDFs 〈x
2〉 〈x3〉 〈x4〉
(i) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)
ηc(1S) 0.274 0.270 0.161 0.155 0.1000 0.0937
ηc(2S) 0.271 0.269 0.157 0.153 0.0955 0.0919
ηb(1S) 0.256 0.259 0.135 0.138 0.0724 0.0761
ηb(2S) 0.257 0.257 0.136 0.135 0.0736 0.0728
ble 6) are very similar. On the other hand, the CST PDFs
in Fig. 10 tend to display more pronounced wavy structures
than the BLFQ PDFs for the ηb(2S) and ηc(2S).
4 Summary and Conclusions
In this work we explore similarities and differences of two
relativistic models of quarkonium. The successful results,
reported in [3] and [2] were improved, as confirmed by a re-
fined spectroscopy, and extended with a new calculation of
decay constants. We find our results for observables to be in
good agreement with each other and with several theoretical
approaches including lattice methods. Beyond the level of
observables, we used a map that allowed us to compare CST
amplitudes with light-front wave functions and we observed
a remarkable agreement between them. We used these light-
front wave functions to calculate parton distribution ampli-
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Fig. 9 CST DAs calculated for increasing values of the cut-off parameter Λ for ηc(1S) (top left) and ηb(1S) (top right); BLFQ DAs calculated for
increasing values of the cut-off scale µ = κ
√
Nmax (up to Nmax = 32) for ηc(1S) (bottom left) and ηb(1S) (bottom right). The black dashed curve
represents the pQCD limit [44].
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Fig. 10 Parton distributions functions of pseudoscalar states.
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tudes and parton distribution functions. Our results again ap-
pear consistent with each other.
Noticeably, a first general conclusion is that in both ap-
proaches fixing the models solely to the mass spectra is suf-
ficient to guarantee a reasonable overall description of the
decay constants, whose precise description is known to be
particularly challenging.
Since both approaches are established in Minkowski space,
we could apply and test the BHL prescription, allowing us to
perform not only a benchmark comparison between the two
obtained LFWFs, but also to have direct access to quantities
such as light-cone distributions. These are extracted here in
a straightforward way, which is not possible in approaches
relying on Euclidean formulations of quantum field theories.
The combined analysis of the two approaches enriches
our understanding and the predictive power of each model
alone, providing robustness tests to each other. For instance,
while in BLFQ the angular momentum is not a good quan-
tum number, the agreement with CST suggests that the ex-
traction of the angular momentum of each state is indeed
reliable. Also, for the present 1CSE solutions, that do not
possess a definite charge conjugation parity, the comparison
provides a way to judge the deviations in observables due to
that violation.
All these conclusions point towards the need of com-
parisons between different approaches like the one in this
paper. This way one obtains control on model dependen-
cies and isolates method-independent features in the spec-
trum and production processes. This may be an advantage
in the future, for instance when investigating the existence
of exotic mesons.
Despite the formal difficulties, bottom up approaches
shed light on difficult questions, such as how one may bridge
different approaches and combine knowledge. This research
has raised many questions, some of them in need of further
investigation. One of them is certainly whether or not analo-
gous linkages could be developed for lighter systems, which
is planned for a future work.
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